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PASSION STILL BURNS

SAM’S GRAND STAND

Australia’s most qualified and highly regarded tennis experts.
My Game instructional content provides playing advice for

Sam Stosur’s powerful weapons had long been evident but
it took endless hard work to develop them into the potent

players of every standard, encompassing strokes analysis,

package that would see her become Australia’s first female
Grand Slam champion in 31 years at the US Open. Having
joined that elite club with a superb display of poise and

nutrition, fitness, psychology and injury prevention advice.

skill, the 27-year-old Queenslander is now determined to
do it all over again. GILLIAN TAN reports.

A

lmost two decades after Samantha
Stosur hit her first tennis ball, she
achieved what remains a pipe
dream for most.
The 27-year-old delivered seven
successive wins during one of tennis’ four
focal fortnights to become only the second
Australian woman to win the US Open
crown, and the first since the tournament’s
relocation to Flushing Meadows.
“Ever since I knew what a Grand Slam
was this was a dream of mine to be here
one day,” said the Queenslander, who
as the ninth seed, began as one of 128
hopefuls on a mission to give the trophy a
new home when defending champion Kim
Clijsters withdrew from the major with an
abdominal injury.
“Being able to hold the trophy made it
more believable,” said Stosur, who found
the whole experience surreal.
Having broken the record for the
latest women’s singles finish at the US
Open in 2010, the athletic right-hander
endured the longest women’s match
in the US Open’s tiebreak era in her
third round victory over 24th seed
Nadia Petrova and managed to grind
out a win, despite dropping the longest
women’s singles tiebreak at a major,
in her fourth round against 25th seed
Maria Kirilenko.
“My coaches told me in the past to
try and win one of these [Grand Slams],

There’s also a dedicated focus on grassroots coverage,
showcasing the human interest stories that make tennis so
adored by the thousands of players who participate in it.
Club of the Month has become one of the magazine’s most
popular and highly anticipated columns.

you might play a couple of really great
matches, one really terrible, and maybe
a couple in between, so as long as you
get through those and give yourself
another chance to be on the court, that’s
really all that matters,” explained Stosur,
who blew second seed Vera Zvonareva
off the court in their quarter-final in
straight sets before struggling through
three sets against unseeded surprise
semi-finalist Angelique Kerber.
Entering her final against 13-time
Grand Slam champion Serena Williams,
Stosur was the obvious underdog
but knew she would be able to draw
experience from her loss to Francesca
Schiavone in the 2010 Roland Garros
final. There was no doubt her improved
physical and mental prowess would be
weaponry against the American.
With hours dedicated to turning her
self-prescribed “glaring weakness” –
her backhand – Stosur would legitimise
claims she was now a complete player.
“What has changed is her mentality,
she’s now so confident within herself and
she knows how to get the best out of her
game. Every player must be questioning
where to go and how to hurt her because
her movement is incredible now, she’s so
good at defending, retrieving and getting
that extra ball back,” said former Fed
Cup teammate and friend Alicia Molik
before the final.

The former world No. 8’s words rang true.
Playing on the 10th anniversary of the
9/11 terrorist attacks, there was immense
pressure on the host nation’s 28th seed, who
was every ounce the favourite.
The 29-year-old, on the hunt for her
fourth US Open crown, bulldozed her first
six opponents – including fourth seed
Victoria Azarenka and world No. 1 Caroline
Wozniacki without dropping a set.
In just her sixth tournament back after
being sidelined for a year following foot
surgery and an associated pulmonary
embolism, Serena had gone from being
unranked to world No. 27.

Australia’s
Australia’s newest
newest

Grand Slam champion
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Pro Lite BLX
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Length:
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An all time favorite with
new BLX technology upgrade
in feel, the Stratus Three
BLX continues the legacy of
combing light weight, ample
power and incredible comfort
thanks to the Triad system. A
perfect choice for those players
seeking the ideal balance
between power and comfort.

Administration & Subscriptions Manager: Ben Carenco
Distribution: Network Distribution
Printing: Webstar

Wimbledon girls’ champion
and top Australian junior
Ashleigh Barty keeps up
with Australian Tennis
Magazine’s iPad editions.

The Six One Tour is the choice
of the greatest ever, Roger
Federer, featuring a unique
enhanced feel for pinpoint
precision. With the Pro Staff
Heritage, this racquet is
designed for players with full,
clean and crisp swings that
are ready to compete at the
highest levels.

Sure to be a classic the Blade
Lite BLX brings the solid feel and
response of the Blade family
to the most maneuverable
Blade yet. The light weight and
mid plus head combined with
a thinner flat beam and BLX
technology produce phenomenal
feel and speed. This racquet is
the perfect choice for a wide
range of dedicated players.

Among the world’s best-selling
performance racquets, the new
Blade 98, featuring new BLX
technology, is a superb option
for serious competitors who
place a premium on feel and
control. Its mid-plus head, mid
level weight and maneuverable
balance point yields a highly
productive result.

This new addition to the Pro
family features BLX technology
combined with an ultra light
weight and mid plus head
size along with an even
balance producing a highly
maneuverable racquet. Perfect
for younger players and
those seeking a light weight,
competition model with plenty
of pop.

Roger Federer uses Wilson’s
Six One Tour 3LX racquet.
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Australian Tennis
Magazine on iPad
In 2011, Australian Tennis Magazine
became the world’s first tennis
publication to offer a unqiue iPad

Photo: Mark Riedy – Tennis Australia

app. This digital edition is a stunning
complement to the print publication,
with customised content incorporating
additional features such as exclusive
videos, website links, photograph
slideshows and value-added extras.
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READERSHIP & DEMOGRAPHICS

Overseas
4%

Who is the typical Australian Tennis Magazine
reader?

1%

• 53 year-old female
• Lives with husband/partner (no kids at home)
• Household earns $80-100,000
• Professional/retired

17%

9%
6%
25%

• Plays tennis weekly

3%

Circulation:				

33%

24,000 average monthly

Readership:

Readership Distribution

4%

76,000

Readership Gender:
55% Female, 45% Male

Readership Age:
Even age spread, with slight trend towards 35+ age groups

Sport and Tennis Consumption:
With a strong emphasis on participation and interaction, our
readers enjoy the following activities:
• Tennis

77% (80% play weekly, 48% play competitively)

• Swimming 18%
• Golf

13%

• Running

10%

• 71% of people with children play tennis – of those, 70% play
weekly
• 70% watch all the Grand Slams and/or Masters Series events
on television
• 81% visit tennis related websites
• 49% purchase a product advertised in Australian Tennis
Magazine once or twice a year (a further 7% three or more
times a year)
• 74%  of magazine survey respondents subscribe to
Australian Tennis Magazine
• For most it is their only magazine subscription

Australian Tennis Magazine thanks
you for your support in helping
develop tennis in Australia and
future Grand Slam champions.
“Our continued partnership with Australian
Tennis Magazine has been extremely beneficial for
Fila’s marketing strategy in Australia – the team’s
professionalism and dedication to our success has
helped us reach a very elite customer.”
– Silvano Merlatti, Chairman Fila Australia.

“A great magazine, read by
the whole family. The only
magazine that I read from
cover to cover. I often
refer back to rankings and
various articles.”
– Mrs L Hadley,
Brisbane, Queensland

• 55% have been subscribers for more than five years

What our readers like to see in Australian Tennis
Magazine:
• Product information				
• Tennis holidays/packages			
• Fitness & Nutrition				
• Regular Australian player updates		
• Regular junior player updates			
• Training academies
• Tournament reports
• Feature stories			
Source: Readership Survey Australian Tennis Magazine – September 09

“I absolutely love your
magazine and think it is THE
BEST tennis magazine on
the market … I read it from
cover to cover. I already
subscribe to a couple of
US tennis magazines but
yours seems so much more
interesting and fun.”
– Michele Bush,
Palm Coast, Florida, USA
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Full page
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$3080

$2420

Two-thirds page
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$2900

$2380

$1870

Half page

$2400

$2040

$1680

$1320

Third page

$2050

$1740

$1430

$1130

Quarter page

$1730

$1470

$1210

$950

*GST included
*Excluding agency commission.
There is a 30% loading fee on guaranteed positions.

Customised advertising and sponsorship opportunities are
available for select clients.

SECTIONALISED SPONSORSHIP
Australian Tennis Magazine can provide exclusive sponsorship
opportunities of regular supplements by negotiation:
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Adversity can be a powerful

S

motivator, and having recovered
from a career-threatening wrist

TENNIS EXPO

injury, Juan Martin del Potro
is determined to once again
challenge for Grand Slam
honours. JEREMY STYLES reports.

R

A marketplace for all tennis needs including equipment,
coaching, academies, tournaments, court supplies, and
specialised retailers.

oger Federer, 16 major titles; Rafael Nadal,
10; Novak Djokovic, four and clearly counting
… Cast your eyes over the Grand Slam men’s
honour rolls for the past six years and some recurrent
themes quickly emerge. Since Federer claimed 2003
Wimbledon, only one man has broken the stranglehold
that the world’s top three men have held at the four
premiere events of the tennis calendar.
That man is Juan Martin del Potro, the 198 centimetre
Argentine who defeated Nadal in the 2009 US Open
semi-finals before upending Federer in a five-set final
victory – an impressive one-two punch that appeared to
signal a new era in the men’s game.
But in the period that the then 20-year-old was
predicted to collect the trophies that had so routinely
been awarded to Nadal and Federer, he was in fact
battling a wrist injury that required surgery in May
2010. Forced to sit out the majority of that season,
world domination had to wait.
After completing a full schedule in 2011, there’s a
sense del Potro could finally return to Grand Slam
winning form in 2012. Having commenced last year’s

12 issues booked in advance:
Single Expo ad:

$300 per issue (prepaid) or $310 per issue
(payment in 30 days)

Double Expo ad: $550 per issue (prepaid) or $560 per issue
(payment in 30 days)

Single Expo ad:

From left field
Left-handed players can
capitalise on a natural
advantage, while righthanded competitors can
learn to overcome it.
EDWIN SMITH reports.

Powerful left-hander,
Petra Kvitova.

The 198 cm Argentine uses a
range of weapons, including a
huge serve, to full advantage.

L

efties, southpaws, cacky-handers,
molly dookers – there’s no shortage of
terminology for left-handers, just as
there’s no shortage of players who’ve used
AustrAliAn tennis MAgAzine | January 2012
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their left-handedness to their advantage.
In fact, with both the men’s and women’s
world No. 2 players Rafael Nadal and
Petra Kvitova left-handed, there’s every
possibility that 2012 could see two lefthanded players simultaneously holding the
world No. 1 ranking.
While many people have learned how to
face a left-handed tennis player, there’s less
information on how a lefty can use their
natural weapon to full effect. Left-handed
players are given four big advantages before a
ball is even struck.
safer, percentage tennis. But when a lefty
hits cross-court, their forehand travels
1. The left handed serve
into a right hander’s backhand, which
A left-handed serve has long been
is often difficult for a righty to return.
considered one of the most dangerous
This is a strategy that Rafael Nadal has
shots in tennis, particularly the swinging
used to great effect against his biggest
serve on the ad-court to a right hander’s
rival, Roger Federer, especially on clay.
backhand. What better way to set up the
Nadal’s high bouncing ball to Federer’s
point than taking your opponent out of
one-handed backhand is one of the main
the court, to their backhand, often their
reasons Nadal is so dominant. He gets
weaker side, and have an open court to
the ball to bounce so high that Federer
place the next shot into? This strategy is
is often playing defensive shots or even
often employed by right and left-handers
making unforced errors.
alike, but historically the left-handers
The lesson here, if you’re a lefty, is to
are able to gather more swing and spin
hit to the backhand of your right-handed
on the ball, making their wide serve
opponent. The high-bouncing ball is
more effective.
difficult for any player to return, even the
best player of all time, Federer.

2. The left-handed forehand to a
right-hander’s backhand

3. The confusion and surprise factor

The natural shot on your forehand side
for both righties and lefties is to play
the ball cross-court. The court is longer,
there is less margin for error, and it is
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Another great benefit lefties have is the
confusion factor; their serve swings the
wrong way and their forehands, volleys
and smashes are all on the opposite side
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4. Doubles combinations
The two most successful men’s doubles
combinations of all-time contain a
right and a left-handed player, which is
no fluke. Todd Woodbridge and Mark
Woodforde won a record 61 ATP doubles
titles and 11 Grand Slams, until Bob and
Mike Bryan recently beat that record
with their 74th ATP Tour victory, also
including 11 Grand Slams. It is no surprise
that Woodforde and Bob are lefties, while
their playing partners are righties. The
utilisation of a left and right handed
team can prove the difference in a match
for a number of reasons. It can easily
throw off the opposition because the ball
is constantly changing spin and curve
depending on which player is hitting the
ball. The combination also works when
returning serve, because both players
can essentially return serve from the
“forehand” side of the court.
The lesson here: grab a doubles
partner that hits with the opposite hand
to you. The combination on-court often
throws off your opposition meaning you
can both return from your “forehand”
sides, which also means no more
arguments about who is playing where.

MAgAzine | January
2012
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*Tennis Australia logo
used as example only

Harnessing creativity and artistic ability
on a tennis court can make a huge impact
in any player’s game. Next time you’re on
a court, think about the game; where you
are placing the ball, where your opponent is
and but if the research is anything to go by,
lefties will be more successful at coming up
with creative ways to win the match.

My GAME
is proudly sponsored by Tennis Australia
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Elegance is an attitude
“It’s time to give a little bit of your time to others.”

Andre Agassi

Why choose Plexicushion?
Plexicushion Prestige has earned a world-wide reputation
with players of all levels for consistency and comfort. It is installed
by authorised applicators that have the training & capability to replicate
capability to replicate speed of play and performance from court to court
and site to site. Speed of play can also be tailored to suit individual
coaches or players needs.
The Plexicushion Prestige system can be customised to meet
the specific needs of an event with signature colours & play
characteristics. As both Plexipave and Plexicushion products
are only available from approved and trained agents you are
guaranteed of a championship surface, everytime!

Get imaginative with your Rice Cooker.

OFFICIAL TIMEKEEPER
FRENCH OPEN

Why just use your rice cooker for plain rice? With McCORMICK
Rice Cookers recipe bases you can cook a whole range of delicious
rice meals in your rice cooker. In 4 easy steps you could be enjoying
tasty dishes like Chicken & Bacon Risotto, Chinese Special Fried
Rice, Beef & Tomato Rice, Green Curry Chicken & Coconut Rice
and Mild Indian Rice. Visit www.mccormick.com.au and let
McCORMICK show you how to create Rice Cooker recipes the
whole family will love.

For more information contact your local licensed agent:
Victoria (03) 9364 9199 - all other states 1800 339 608
New Zealand (03) 358 8888
www.plexipave.com.au

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

FRA192-2011

The Plexicushion Prestige system has been chosen by
Tennis Australia for the Australian Open Series and as
the ideal training surface for future Australian champions.

The Longines Column-Wheel Chronograph
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Fila, Rolex, Plexipave, Wilson, Longines, Deloitte,
Vaalia, Prince, Medibank, McCormick, Adecco,
Yonex, Reece, IMG Tennis Academies.

www.longines.com

Proud supporters of women’s tennis through
sponsorship of the Australian Fed Cup Tennis Foundation
MCF0194
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reprints of posters are available.
Overdue material
The client is responsible for delivering the material to the publisher.
When the material is late, the publisher reserves the right to repeat
previous advertisements or to pass on any additional production coasts
that my be incurred substituting late material or creating fill-in editorial.

DISPLAY AD SPECIFICATIONS

Full page
297 mm high x
225 mm wide
+ 3mm bleed
all edges

Double page
297 mm high x 450 mm wide
+ 3mm bleed all edges

Screen/final output resolution
150 lpi/ 300 dpi
Colour
Four colour process. Please save all images as CMYK eps/tiff files.
Ensure all Pantone colours have been converted to four colour
process in each software program used.
If files supplied do not meet these specifications, there may be
additional costs charged to correct them. If you are unable to
supply files, we have a fully equipped design studio to create your
advertisement for a small fee.
Cancellation
The latest date a cancellation is possible, of a previously booked
advertisement, is the relevant booking deadline. Advertisers who
cancel after the deadline may be charged in full or part (minimum
50% of applicable rate), subject to costs incurred in fill-in production
if artwork is not supplied. Rescinded contracts will be subject to
surcharge at the assessed actual usage level.
Production charges
Incomplete material supplied that requires scanning, enlargements,
reductions, strip-ins, overlays etc. will incur a charge. Advertisement
design options available on a case by case basis. Pricing to be discussed.
Insertions
Material can be inserted nationally or on a state-by-state basis.
Folding of insertions is available.

two-thirds
page
262 mm
high x
125 mm
wide

Quarter page
126.5 mm high x
91 mm wide

Half page
127 mm high x
190 mm wide

Double expo
188 mm high x
100 mm wide

Third page
262 mm
high x
60 mm
wide

Single expo
118 mm high x
48 mm wide

NOTE: Keep type/logos approximately 15mm away from trims. Third and half page
ads cannot bleed – they must be in the areas shown. On double page spreads, always
allow for the magazine’s spine. We recommend that text does not extend across
the gutter. Where necessary, only larger type should be used, avoid breaking words
across the gutter.

2012 BOOKING CONFIRMATION
Contact:___________________________________________________
Business/Company Name:__________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Australian Tennis Magazine
Private Bag 6060, Richmond, Victoria 3121
Breanna Kray
Phone: +613 9914 4295 Fax: +613 9650 1040
Email: bkray@tennis.com.au
Tennis Australia Ltd ABN 61 006 281 125

ABN:_______________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________State:_______________________________Postcode:____________________
Phone:________________________________________________________________Fax:__________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
We would like to book the following advertisements in Australian Tennis Magazine:
Issues

Size/colour

Material Instructions

Rate

GST

Total cost

Year cost
Month
Year
Month

TOTAL INVESTMENT

Invoice details:

Invoice client direct

Invoice advertising agency

Advertising agency name:___________________________________________________________________________________________
Postal address:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________State:_______________________________Postcode:____________________
Contact person:____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:____________________________________________Fax:______________________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I/We have noted the General Conditions overleaf. I/We fully understand that Australian Tennis Magazine cannot guarantee any position unless a loading of 30% is paid. I/We
confirm that the details set out herein correctly state our advertisement order with your company and this order is placed subject to normal conditions of advertising with your
company. I/We accept that cancellation of a booking is subject to the following: 25% of the charged rate before the booking deadline, 50% of the charged rate after the booking
deadline and before the final artwork required date, and the full charged rate after the artwork required date. I/We also understand that, unless otherwise agreed, I/We will
provide our own advertising material as per your material specifications. Terms: New clients fully prepaid by the material deadline. Existing clients 30 days from date of invoice.

I/We the undersigned agree to the above booking and the standard conditions overleaf.

(Please tick)

Authorising person:________________________________________________________________________________________________
Position:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Australian Tennis Magazine advertising representative:______________________________________________________________

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Australian Tennis Magazine Terms and Conditions of advertising as at
20/11/2009. The following terms and conditions apply to purchase of advertising
space by the Customer in Australian Tennis Magazine (‘Magazine’):
These terms and conditions
1. References to the ’Publisher’ refer to Tennis Australia Limited and the
‘Customer’ refer to the person or entity signing this order.
2. The submission of an order form for advertising in the Magazine shall
amount to the acceptance by the Customer of these terms and conditions
which will apply to the exclusion of any other terms and conditions.
No conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on contracts, orders or
copy instructions which conflict with, vary, or add to these terms and
conditions will be binding on the Publisher.
3. The Customer warrants that the Customer contracts with the Publisher as
a principal notwithstanding that the Customer may be acting as an agent
for the Advertiser.
Position of advertisements
4. Where preferred positions are stated in an order, the Publisher will
endeavour to meet the request but the decision regarding positions rests
with the Publisher. Guaranteed positions are available where the advertiser
orders at the rate appropriate for that advantage. The Publisher may omit,
suspend or change the position of any Advertisement otherwise accepted
for insertion in its sole discretion (and in the event that the Customer has
paid for a guaranteed position, the Publisher will refund the difference
between that guaranteed position rate and the standard advertising rate).
Submission, amendment, cancellation and payment for advertisements
5. Payment for advertisement(s) is due within 30 days of the date of the
Publisher’s tax invoice.
6. Where all materials (including but not limited to a signed proof) required
to be supplied by the Customer are not provided to the Publisher on
the deadline date set out in the booking confirmation form signed by
the Customer (“Deadline”), the Publisher may treat this as constructive
cancellation of the advertisement. In these circumstances full payment
remains due and the Publisher reserves the right to otherwise use
the advertising space (including but not limited by publishing an
advertisement for a third party).
7. Where the Customer wishes to amend any detail in the material provided
to the Publisher, it is the Customer’s responsibility to supply amended
material to be published, in legible form, before the Deadline.
8. Where the material provided by the Customer is no longer appropriate
(as determined by the Customer), the Customer may cancel the
advertisement, but full payment remains due. A substitute advertisement
of similar size will be permitted provided deadlines are met.
9. If the Customer books more than one advertisement and receives a
discount the whole of the order must be fulfilled. If the Customer does not
run all advertisements as set out in this order, it will be required to pay the
difference between the discounted rate and the full rate.
Approval of advertisements
10. All advertisements supplied are subject to approval by the Publisher.
The Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertisement for any
reason whatsoever. Advertisements simulating the Magazine’s editorial
material in appearance or style or that are not immediately identifiable
as advertisements are not acceptable. Advertisers should keep in mind
the high quality ‘family style’ values of the publication when designing
artwork, to avoid their material being rejected by the Publisher.
11. Subject to 9 above, all proposed advertisements must be confirmed by
the Customer by way of signed proof (unless an advertisement has been
supplied to the Publisher in PDF format, in which case Customer approval
is deemed to have been given). Failure by the Customer to provide a signed
proof will result in an advertisement not appearing in the publication.
The accuracy of the published advertisement is dependent on the quality
and legibility of material provided by the Customer. It is the responsibility
of the Customer to check the correctness of the advertisement and the
Publisher accepts no liability for any error in an advertisement.
License to use advertisement
12. The Customer hereby grants to the Publisher a worldwide licence to
reproduce, display and transmit the Advertisement in electronic form on
the Publisher’s web sites and to permit users of those web sites to access

the Advertisement and also licences the Publisher to use the Advertisement
in order to enable the Publisher to market and advertise itself and the
services which it provides.
References to the Magazine and the Publisher
13. The Customer and the Advertiser agree not to make promotional or
merchandising reference to the Magazine or the Publisher in any way
without the prior written permission of the Publisher in each instance.
Representation and indemnity
14. All advertisements are accepted and published in the Magazine on
the representation by the Customer and the Advertiser that they are
authorised to publish the entire contents and subject matter thereof and
that such publication will not violate any law or infringe upon any right of
any party (including but not limited to intellectual property rights).
15. In consideration of the publication of advertisements, the Customer and
the Advertiser will, jointly and severally, indemnify, defend and hold the
Publisher harmless from and against any and all losses and expenses
(including, without limitation, legal fees) arising out of the publication of
the Customer/Advertiser’s advertisements in the Magazine.
Complaints and liability
16. Any complaint, claim or query (including in relation to an advertisement
or an invoice) must be raised within seven days following the date on
which the event giving rise to the complaint or query first arose (or, in
case of any doubt, by no later than 7 days after the relevant Magazine ‘on
sale’ date). No complaint, claim or query shall affect the liability of the
Customer to make full payment by the due time for that and all other
advertisements.
17. The Publisher shall have no liability for any failure to publish or circulate
all or any part of any issue or issues of the Magazine because of strikes,
work stoppages, accidents, fires, acts of God or any other circumstances
beyond the control of the Publisher.
18. The Publisher shall not be liable for any indirect or consequential loss
(including without limitation, business interruption and loss of profits,
business, goodwill, anticipated savings, information and data) whether
arising out of negligence, breach of contract or otherwise and whether or
not the Customer or Advertiser was advised of the possibility of such loss
by the Publisher.
19. The Publisher will not be liable for any loss of copy, artwork, photographs
or other materials.
20. In no circumstances shall the total liability of the Publisher exceed the
charge for the Advertisement in question.
Governing Law
21. These Terms and conditions shall be construed and governed by the law
of the state of Victoria or the Commonwealth of Australia and the parties
submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Victoria, Australia or
the Commonwealth without reference to any jurisdiction’s conflict of
laws principles.
Variation
22. The Publisher reserves the right to vary these terms and conditions at
any time. Any variation will take effect from the date set out at the top of
these terms and conditions, and will apply in relation to all orders placed
with the Publisher after that date.
Severance
23. Any provision of these terms and conditions which is void or
unenforceable in Victoria may be severed from these Terms & Conditions
without affecting the enforceability of other provisions.
Waiver
24. No failure to exercise or delay in exercising any right, power or remedy by
the Publisher operates as a waiver. A single or partial exercise of any right,
power or remedy does not preclude any other or further exercise of that
or any other right, power or remedy. A waiver is not valid or binding on
the Publisher granting that waiver unless made in writing. The Publisher
may at any time insist upon strict compliance with these terms and
conditions, notwithstanding any previous custom, practice or course of
dealings to the contrary.

